
Christ Jesus Redux

Allusion to the Angelic Community is from disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism

and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon the Whore of Speech causing self-righteousness and psychological

death.  Job  1:6-7,  Psalm  91,  Proverbs  16:18  and  Revelation  13.  Allusion  to  faith  in  Christ  Jesus  is  from

disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon

the Whore of Speech causing self-righteousness and psychological death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and

Revelation 13. Allusion to the Angelic Community is from disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to

Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon the Whore of Speech cause of self-righteousness and

the second death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and Revelation 2-20. Allusion to faith in Christ Jesus is from

disassociation of Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture of Satan the Accuser and Babylon

the Whore of Speech cause of self-righteousness and the second death. Job 1:6-7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18 and

Revelation  2-20.  Antepenult  of  the  Angelic  Community  and  faith  in  Christ  Jesus  is  from  disassociation  of

Antagonist Anticlimax Assimilation to Chauvinism and Culture Revelation of Spiritual Citizen of Heaven. Job 1:6-

7, Psalm 91, Proverbs 16:18, John 1 and 21, Philippians 2-3 and Revelation 2-20. If names can function as an

Antepenult, Nathanael is the best example of an Antepenult name as the basis of Spiritual event faith experiences in

Christ Jesus from Old to New Absolute Antepenult Antepenultisising tense hope in Heaven from Jesus is Nathanael

Context. John 1 and 21. The Holy Bible New International Version excels in Antepenultisising Citizen of Heaven

as a title of Absolute divinity and peaceability Correctness tense of hope away from other translations caught up

from Age  of  Enlightenment  in  Age of  Reason  and Climate  of  Opinion reductionism.  Holy Bible  translations

subsequent to the King James Version use wording caught up in etymology of Correctness from the German Age of

Enlightenment English control and centuries long metaphysical regression of Bastard Title Barbarism reductionism

too controversial for definition. Absolutes eat  up and drink up Antepenultisising citizen celebration of faith is

negativity in Hebrew poetry but is positivity from Hebrew prophecy of the Absolute Deity of God and hope of

Heaven  through  Christ  Jesus.  Ecclesiastes  8:15,  Isaiah  22:13  and  1  Corinthians  15,  verse  32.  Attitude  of

Chauvinism is Old Testament  confused and destroy mentality.  Audience of Commus is New Testimony peace

through prayer. Love of neighbour? Peace with neighbouring nations. 2 Chronicles 20, Matthew 22:34–41, Mark

12:28–34, Luke 10:25-29, 1 Corinthians 15 and Ephesians 3. The word justice is not in the New Testament of Jesus

Christ, King James Version. The Justice of God was placed upon Christ. The word respect is thus used of no better

regard of persons from the Justice of God being placed upon Christ. Christians live in His Glory. The West by

Government censuses identifies as a more than half Christian faith majority yet Culture is Masonic-Judeo; the

Western Court of Law Holy Bible KJV (Cambridge) puts justice and unicorn only in the Old Testament: Hebrews

11:26 and 6:6, Romans 13 and Revelation 13 and 18. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 takes great wisdom Revelation to

understand how western system of  government  is  monetarily opposed of  Culture which appears  and presents

abominable mentality to Christian faith expression; Greek Anonym Latin Context of Hebrews monotheistic history

of temple. Paul probably wrote Hebrews, but the reason it was published from a distance using Greek Literary

Term Anonym, unnamed, is that the Latin Literary Term Content is controversial, so controversial it is believed

Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6 is perhaps the Revelation of Antagonist Babylon. Unicorn. Cf. Revelation 13. Christian

living is Spiritually Antepenultisised of Absolutely God Triune; Absolute (Word), Antepenult (strive), not Accent

(sword),  Antagonist  (Semitic,  Roman),  Assimilation  (proud),  Association  (mob),  Attitude  (secular,  death),

Audience (vulnerable). Whore. Revelation 17-22. Accent and speech of Literary Term Abracadabra (Cabalistic)



from Old Testament Hebrew Association of neighbouring nations’ influence of different belief expressed in the

Semitic and secular Attitude to death language which Christ (masculine noun) opposed. Western Justice can result

in reofferings up of mere money payments furthering only lawyer referrals wherefrom the Culture of government

census more than half Christian faith majority of reform is to reoffer up the Justice of God already provided in

Christ. Hebrews 11:26 and 6:6. The joy set before Christ was Jesus becoming The New, Spiritual State of Israel,

greater than Issac/Israel, becoming the ram. Christ became the ram, passover lamb, scapegoat and snake. The Torah

(Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy), John 3:14-15 and Hebrews 12:2. 12 Tribes of Israel x 12

Disciples of Christ = 144 Hebrew for Angelic x 1,000 Numerous in Antiquity is symbolic of the Old and New in

Christ.  Hannah,  humble.  Jesse,  hopeful.  Davinic,  musical  worship.  Daniel  7:9-14,  Philippians  2:1-12  and

Revelation 7:9,  14:1,  21:21-22 and 22:1-5.  Hebrews paradox or  juxtaposition  is  that  the  Abrahamic audience

should  have  been  teachers  of  Christ  and  yet  they  were  in  need  of  being  taught  about  Christ  so  patience  is

encouraged for confidence and yet the call to Christ from backsliding is grammatically good context to Christ. The

Western world does suffer hate because its census religion and relationships statistics is a more than half Christian

faith Mere Christianity Great Divorce majority all because Western Culture is Jewish sense of judgement, justice,

respect and segregation. 1 Peter and 1 John. The Western world is Masonic-Judeo Culture of Mere Christianity

faith based on Jewish System of Justice, Jewish Literary Term Braggadocio and Attitude of Greek Antepenult

repentance in Jewish and Roman past tense of Antagonist judgement and Jewish sense of respect and reputation.

Braggadocio is the bragging Old Testament Songs from boast in the Lord to New Testament faith, hope and love

through Jesus. Exodus 15:1-21, 1 Samuel 18:7, 21:11 and 29:5, Psalm 34:2, the Song of Solomon, or Song of

Songs, Jeremiah 9:23-24, Luke 1 and 1 Corinthians 1:31 and 13:13. The Western Jewish System of Justice is

necessary to govern the such Western Masonic-Judeo Culture of the people making a mountain out of a molehill,

self-fulfilling prophecy, uneducated, immature, laughing to scorn, provoking, watching uselessness. Luke 8:53,

11:53-54 and 20:20. The Western world is a more than half Christian faith majority and yet Western culture is from

a Semitic Jewish context of literalism and misinterpretation of the Court of Law Holy Bible Old Testament with

widespread mainstream manipulation and duality secular attitudes to death. English language use has been reduced

to  such  bastard  title  business  of  counting,  pictorgraphical  representation  and  duality  of  mature,  cryptology

immaturity of common accusatory and destructive sense of speech entailing uneducated and biased lingo and

opinions  of  bad  statistics.  Axiom  of  Christianity  is  the  statements  of  faith  from  genealogical  narrative  and

alphabetical phonology of Spirituality from philosophical resemblance and mathematical representation. Genesis 1-

3, Exodus 3:6, Mark 12:18-34, verse 26, Luke 20:27-40, verse 37, and Revelation 22:13. Humans describe God in

three separate personages. H20 takes three separate forms, water, ice or steam, yet the essence of all forms is

inseparably, interwovenly, H20. God is the Father, Jesus and His Holy Spirit. The Trinity! God Triune. 'Thought.

Word. Deed.' BCP. John 14:15-21. Audience of hearing locutions from heaven on earth is for people who receive

the powerful Word of God and speak it in peace, to distinguish between voice and voices and gossiping and mind

physics. Numbers 16:31-35, Psalm 29, Ezekiel 31, Matthew 10:34 and Revelation 19 and 22:1-5. Spiritual peace

not as the world gives rests garland upon the minds of believers. The crown of thorns take up your own cross and

worship God challenge is to pray without ceasing, living in a world which demands proof from limited event

experience perceptions reduced in ignorance. God Triune Jesus Word of God Spiritual locution events are not

found in the Cabalistic Literary Term Abracadabra from Hebrew language insomuch as the Absolute Audience of

Jesus is humans experiencing and explaining beyond brain-balance sway with discernment from Heaven every day.


